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Let&be a von Neumann algebra, let D be a strongly continuous representation 
of the locally compact abelian group G as *-automorphisms of .d. Let M(o) 
be the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on .@’ generated by s 0, dp(t) 
(p E M(G)). Then it is shown that M(o) is semisimple whenever either (i) sy’ has 
a o-invariant faithful, normal, semifinite, weight (ii) o is an inner representation 
or (iii) G is discrete and each ot is inner. It is shown that the Banach algebra 
L(o) generated by ff(t)u, dt (f EL’(G)) 1s semisimple if o is an integrable 
representation. Furthermore, if 0’ is an inner representation with compact 
spectrum, it is shown that L(u) is embedded in a commutative, semisimple, 
regular Banach algebra with isometric involution that is generated by projections. 
This algebra is contained in the ultraweakly continuous linear operators on .c/. 
Also the spectral subspaces of (I are given in terms of projections. 
I. Throughout this article let ~1 denote a von Neumann algebra with 
center Y, acting on the Hilbert space NY, let *d* be the space of o-weakly 
continuous functionals on .@‘, let G be a locally compact abelian group, and 
let r be the dual group of G. 
A homomorphism cr of G into the group Aut .4 of *-automorphisms of .c/ is 
said to be a representation of G on .d if t - 4(a,(i3)) is continuous on G for 
every 4 in <-/‘* and A in &“. The representation 0 of G on .d is said to be unitavi& 
implemented by a (strongly continuous) unitary representation f’ of G on 3 if 
ad U,(A) I.!,,4 V,* = q(A) for every A in and t in G. It is said to be inner 
if there is a unitary representation L: of G in &’ (i.e., each L:, is in ~4) that unitarily 
implements it. On the other hand, a single element 0 of Aut .d is said to hr 
inner if there is a unitary V in .d with B(A) L= Vi3 I*- ’ for every .3 in .d. 
I,et cr be a representation of G on xi’. The relation 
for (6 in ~YL* . .4 in .d and p E M(G) (the space of all complex-valued measures 
c,n G with finite variation) defines a norm decreasing representation p -+ D(P) 
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of the Banach algebra M(G) into the Banach algebra -ri”(&) of all o-weakly 
continuous endomorphisms of & [I]. Let M(o) denote the Banach algebra in 
P’(d) generated by a(M(G)) and let L(u) denote its closed subalgebra generated 
by U( J ) = u(f dt) for f in P(G). H ere dr denotes some fixed choice of the Haar 
measure. 
A commutative Banach algebra %? is said to be semisimple if 0 is the only 
quasi-nilpotent element. An element T is quasi-nilpotent if it satisfies one of the 
equivalent conditions: (I)Sp T = {0}, (2) lim j/ T” jllln = 0, or (3) glb /[ Tn Ill/n 
= 0 [20, Chapter I]. The carrier space Q(%) of the commutative Banach algebra 
%’ is the space of all nonzero complex-valued multiplicative l n ar functionals 
on %? with the weakest opology such that each function TA (T E L;) on a(%?) 
defined by 
T-(w) = w(T) 
is continuous. The space 52(q) is a locally compact Hausdorff space. If 55’ has 
an identity, then the space Q(V) . IS compact. The spectrum of T in % satisfies 
the relation 
(T^(w) I w E s2(%7)} - (0} C Sp T C (T^(w) j w E L’(%)} 
Thus, the map T--f TA of 5% into the space of continuous complex-valued 
functions onQ(g) with the supremum norm is norm decreasing and the algebra $9
is semisimple ifand only if T + TA is one-one. The algebra V is said to be 
regular if, for every w in Q(V) and every neighborhood N of w, there is a T in V 
such that T^(w) = 1 and T^ vanishes off N. 
In this article w show that M(a) is a semisimple Banach algebra in the 
following cases: (1) & has a faithful, normal, semifinite u-invariant weight; 
(2) G is discrete and each ut is inner (i.e., there is, for each t, a unitary operator 
V = V, in JXZ with ut = ad V); and (3) u is inner. We show L(a) is semisimple 
if (4) the action of u on & is integrable. W  conjecture that M(u) is semisimple 
in general; however, we have not been able to prove this. 
We then consider the set B of all representations u f G that are unitarily 
implemented by norm continuous nitary representations of G into an abelian 
von Neumann subalgebra g of J?e which contains 9. We show that he Banach 
subalgebra Z(&‘, W) of Z(d) generated by the set (L(u) ju E%} is a regular 
semisimple Banach algebra with isometric nvolution that is generated by its 
projections. We show that the Boolean algebra [~(JzZ,~)] of projections i  
9(&, Z) is isomorphic tothe Boolean algebra of open and closed sets in the 
spectrum of ~(JJ, 9) and show the spectral sets for representations 0 i  1 are 
given in terms of the projections i  [.P(&!, a)]. We also btain as corollaries of 
semisimplicity some results extending the functional calculus ofinfinitesimal 
generators. 
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2. SEMISIMPLE BANACH ALGEBRAS 
Let CJ be a representation of G on .&‘. The spectrum Sp CJ of u is defined to hr 
the set 
SP u =: n@-(f) f&(G), o(f) := 0). 
Here r( f ) is the set of all y in the dual group r of G withf(y) :: 0. The spectrum 
Sp,, A of .4 in ,z? with respect to u is defined to be the set 
Sp, -4 := n (r(f) &Ll(G), o(f)A 0). 
If S is a closed subset of I’, the spectral subspace .@(X) is defined to be 
There is a homeomorphism wY of Sp cr onto the carrier space Q(I,(cr)) of the 
Banach algebra L(u) such that 
for all y E Sp u [3, 2.3.71. 
Let Z: be a unitary representation of G on the Hilbert space .F . The spectrum 
SP I,’ of CW is defined to be 
Here ( ‘(.f) is given bJ 
for all s, J in A?. If E is the projection-valued measure defined on the Baire 
sets of r associated with 2/; by the relation 
U, = 1’(y, t>- dE(y) 
for all t in G (cf. [ 15, 36E]), then the spectrum of CT is the complement of the 
set of all y E Y such that E(yN) = 0 for some neighborhood A’ of the identity 1 
in I‘. 
4 map d of the positive elements .dr of the von Neumann algebra XL into 
[O, CC] is said to be a weight if (I) &A +- B) == Q(-4) + 4(B) and (2) +(&I) 
w,$(A) for -4, B in & and 01 > 0. Here 0 CD is defined to be 0. The weight is 
said to be normal if there is an increasing net of positive functionals [di} in .?I, 
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with lim&(A) = +(A) for every A in d +; the weight is said to be faithful if 
$(A) = 0 implies A = 0; and the weight is said to be semi$&e if the set 
“L* = {A Ed ; +(A*A) < co} 
is weakly dense in & (cf. [23, Sect. 51). 
We now show M(o) is semisimple if& has a faithful, normal, semifinite 
weight $ that is invariant under 0. This condition implies that 0 commutes 
with the modular automorphism group UQ of 4. In case (b is finite and u is the 
identity on .Z, the condition isequivalent toCT commutes with 06. The result 
is a generalization of a result ofT. Okayasu [17]. He showed that L(a) is semi- 
simple in case (J is an inner epresentation of the group G = Z of integers and 
& is a semifinite algebra on separable Hilbert space. It is also related tothe 
results ofE. Stormer [21]. It may also be viewed as a special case of the results of 
present author [9] who showed that a(p) = 0 for p in M(G) if and only if the 
Fourier Stieltjes transform @ of p vanishes onSp u. (In actuality, his tatement 
was proved in [9] for those p of the form p = fdt (f in Ll(G)), but a proof 
analogous tothe original gives the statement for arbitrary CL.) 
For the sake of completeness we include the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let ~2 be a van Neumann algebra and let u be a representation 
of the locally compact abelian group. Suppose there is a separating family S of 
u-weakly continuous linear functionals on sr” such that 4 . ut = C$ for each t in G 
and 4 in S. Then the Banach algebra M(o) is semisimple. 
Proof. Let T be quasi-nilpotent in M(U) and let (pn} be a sequence in M(u) 
such that {a(&) converges toT. If y is in Sp u, then the map u(p) ---f p(r) can 
be extended to a nonzero continuous, multiplicative l n ar functional w,, on 
M(u) [3, 2.3.6(d)]. Since the identity 1 is in Sp U, we have that 
lim I Ml)l = lim I 44 
< lim sup (1 u(p,J - T I( = 0. 
For every A in & and 4 in S, we get 
$(T(A)) = lim s #(ut(A)) dpn(t) = +(A) lim ,&(I) = 0. 
Thus, the algebra M(u) is semisimple. 
Now we obtain amore general result. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let &’ be a von Neumann algebra, let + be a faithful, normal, 
semifinite weight on ~2, and let u be a representation of the locally compact abelian 
group G on & such that 4 . ut = + for every t in G. Then the Banach algebra 
M(u) is semisimple. 
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Puoof. Let I( be the left ideal in d given by 
and let a/ be the linear span of the set /P+c. The set ,,I is spanned by the set 
N, A .c// : N/. which is equal to 
a/ = (rlE.d ~c$(iJ) <; cc]. 
The map d on ,,v *can be extended to a linear functional &, on ,,c and the relation 
(A, B) = &B*A) 
defines an inner product on /L. The image A of 2~ n 41~ under the natural em- 
bedding 7 of +Z in the Hilbert space X obtained by completing P/ with the 
giv-en inner product is a full left Hilbert algebra. The analytic elements A, with 
regard to the associated modular operator {O if ’ t E R} is the maximal modular 
algebra of A. Furthermore, for any B in A, the map 
d-4) - rl(B4 
of 7(/l) into ~(92) uniquely extends to a bounded linear operator r(B) on X and 
the map B -+ n(B) is an isomorphism of the von Neumann algebra .?I onto 
the left von Neumann algebra P(A) of A (cf. [23, Sect. 51). 
For each t in G, there is a unique unitary operator I.T, on ,Y given by the 
relation 
C/;(rlW = ?I(44 
for il in 41 and the map t -+ U, is a strongly continuous unitary representation 
of G on X’. We have that 11, and dis commute for every t in G and s in the 
group R’ of real numbers and that each U, maps A, onto [23, p. 2651. 
For x in A,, let T(X) and V’(X) denote the operators on .X defined b> 
v(x) y = x?, and d(x) y =2 ?‘.t 
for y in A, For x, y in A,, , the functional 4 on .o% given by 
$44) = (+Q,y) 
is a-weakly continuous. Thus, we have that 
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for A in +Z n IE* and to e M(G). Let E be the projection-valued measure on the 
Baire sets of the dual r of G that is associated with U. We get that 
= s P(r) 4%49, +4*~> 
by Fubini’s Theorem. From this we see that Sp U and Sp u coincide. In fact, 
we have 
(44f)Ah~) = (u(f) d-9 +4*~) 
for A in e n *z*, X, y in A,, andf in U(G). Recalling that A, and As2 are dense 
in X and CJZ n dt* is u-weakly dense in & (since V(YZ n a*) is u-weakly dense 
in L(A)), we see that u( f ) vanishes ifand only if U( f ) vanishes. This means 
that Sp U is equal to Sp U. 
Now we can show that M(o) is semisimple. Let T be a quasi-nilpotent 
operator inM(u). There is a sequence {pn} in M(G) such that {u&J} converges 
to T. For every element y in Sp u, there is an element w, in the carrier space of 
M(G) such that 
(cf. Proof, Proposition 1). We know that 
lim II iL I Sp u lim < lim sup II +J IL 
< lim sup (1 u(p,) - T/i = 0; 
and therefore, that 
(KWNx, Y) =li~bM&% Y) 
= lim s MY) W(r) l(4, ~'(x)*Y) = 0
for all A in +Z n BZ* and x, y in A,, . This means that T vanishes since A, is 
dense in X, @d n IL* is u-weakly dense in ~4, and T is u-weakly continuous. 
Therefore, the algebra M(u) is semisimpIe. Q.E.D. 
The next result is a particular case of Theorem 2. We state it separately 
because of the importance ofthe modular automorphism group. 
COROLLARY 3. Let $ be a sem$nite, faithful, normal weight of the von Neumann 
algebra SS’ and let ud be its modular automorphism group. Then the Eunuch algebras 
M(d) and L(d) are semisimple. 
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I-)roof. Since every subalgebra of a commutative semisimple algebra is 
semisimple [20, 2.3.71, the algebra L(o~) is semisimple. Q.E.1). 
\Ve now consider a representation g of G on .d with compact spectrum. 
A representation has compact spectrum if and only if it is a continuous map of G 
into ,Y(.d) (with the norm topology) [IS]. If G is a connected group, we note 
that then there is a unitary representation C‘ of G in -1 with 0. ad ( ‘, (I c 6’) 
L161. 
‘I’HEOHE~I 4. Let D be a yepresentation of the locall?, compact abelian group G 
ou the wn .Veumann algebra d. Suppose that Sp a is compact wui that each CT* I.\ 
ironer-. Theta the Banach algebra M(a) is semisimple. 
I’rooj. For each t in G let L:, be a unitary operator in .r/ with g, ad I , 
I,et T be a faithful representation of .PI on the Hilbert space X. .-\ particular ;; 
will he chosen later. Let 7, (t E G) be the automorphism of the Ion Neumann 
algebra ~(.4)” generated by v(‘c/) on .X given by T, ad r( I’!). For ever>- .! 
in .-I. we have that 
Because ‘-automorphisms of a von Neumann algebra are o-weakly continuous, 
the automorphism 7, does not depend on the choice of i Y, :Uso the map f + r. 
is a representation of G on rr(,&)” that is continuous when .Y’(+.r?/)“) istaken 
with its norm topology. This follows from the Kaplansk!; Densit!, ‘Theorem 
[5; I, 3, Theorem 31. This proves that T is a representation of G on X(-V’)” with 
compact spectrum. 
Sow \vc show that 
for ever\- I-L in M(G) and A in .d. For everv E ::% 0, there is a compact subset C, 
of G such that 
for ever!; bounded continuous complex-valued function .f on G whose support 
sup~f is disjoint from G, . Here we are using the fact that M(G) is identified 
with the dual space of the Banach algebra of continuous complex-valued func- 
tions on G vanishing at infinity and the fact that each p in iv(G) has a unique 
extension (again denoted by p) to a continuous linear functional with the same 
norm on the space of bounded continuous functions on G. Then we have that 
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and 
for every $ E &*, I/ in n(d)“*, A in .M’, and every continuous function f of 
compact support of G into [0, l] with f equal to 1 on G, . So we have that 
1 j 44) 44) - j 4W(t) 4-G) / < 6 il A II 
and 
1 j 444) 44) - j ~t(‘rrWf(t) 44) j -G E II A II 
Now there is a partition X, ,..., X of suppf into Baire sets such that 
/ c qWf (ti) CLGQ - j d4fW 44) / < E II A II 
and 
j 2 QO))f(~i) I - j +@))f(~) 4-4) j < E II A I! 
where ti are arbitrary points in Xi (I < i < n). Putting together the preceding 
four inequalities and the fact that r is an isometry, we get that 
I! 4G)A) - T(P) 44 < 2~ II A II. 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we have that 
This means that the map 
defines an isometric isomorphism of the algebra M(u) onto the algebra M(T). 
In fact, we have that 
since VT is an isometric isomorphism and since the norm of the restriction f
T(p) to n(d) is the same as the norm of T(p) due to the Kaplansky Density 
Theorem. Then the isometric isomorphism u(p) --f T(p) of u(M(G)) onto 
T(M(G)) has a unique extension to an isometric isomorphism of M(U) onto 
M(T)- 
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Sow we make a particular choice of n. Let T be the direct sum of a farnil!. 
{nit of mutually disjoint irreducible representations on Hilbert spaces [xl $0 
that r is faithful (cf. [4, Sect. 51). The algebra v(x/) ” is equal to the product of 
the algebras -P”(x) acting on the direct sum of the spaces x [h, C‘orollary 41. 
The direct sum of the canonical traces on each Y(.%J is a faithful, normal. 
semifinite weight (actually a trace) on ~(,3/)* invariant under the action of 7. 
Thus, the algebras M(T) and its isometric isomorphic copy .1/(n) a~-c semisimpl~ 
1)~ ‘Theorem 2. (.j.ri.I:,. 
A derivation of & is a linear map 6 of ZY into .-/ such that S(AB) IA(H) 
S(A)B for -q) B in .d. Due to the theorem of S. Sakai (cf. [5, III, Sect. 91) every 
derivation 6 of .d is inner, i.e., there is an A in .P/ with 6(B) =IB - Il. 1. \Ye 
now show that a Banach algebra in -Y(d) g enerated hv a skew-adjoint &rim&m 
is semisimple. 
COROLLARY 5. Let d be a self-adjoint operator in the aon :lveumann algebra .*J. 
The Banach algebra in 2?(&) generated bJ> the deriratiou S(B) = .4B -~ H. I 
(B E P/) is semisimple. 
Z’VOOJ. Let o be the inner representation \n-ith compact spectrum of the 
additive group R on A? given by ot :-= esp(it 8). Because every subalgebra of 
A1lZ(~) is semisimple (Theorem 3 and [20, 2.3.7]), it is sufficient to show that A is 
an element of M(a). For a sufficiently small positive number i, we have that the 
spectrum of t6 in Z(d) is in a small neighborhood of 0. Setting Log z equal to 
the principal value of the logarithm, we get 
Log 0, = Log(exp(it 6)) : J it 6 
by the classical Spectral Mapping Theorem. But every automorphism (7, is in 
AZ(u) since oh may be written as os == u(f<) where f is a continuous integrable 
function on R whose Fourier transform is one on Sp (5 and zero off a compact 
set and f,,,(t) :~=f(t ~- s). Nova, we have that the usual power series erpansion 
for Log shows that Log CT~ and thus 8 is in M(u). (l.1iI.D. 
\Ve now extend Theorem 4 to any inner automorphism group. 
‘I%IEOREM 6. Let CT be an inner representation of tile locally rompart ahelian 
poup G on the von Neumann algebra -c;/; then the Banach ulgebvn .1/((r) is semi- 
simple. 
Proof. Let 1,’ be a unitary representation of G in s2 that unitarily implements 
CT and let B be the projection-valued measure in ~1 on the Baire sets of r as- 
sociated with I-. Suppose (pcL,, 1 is a sequence of elements in M(G) such that 
:u(yJ> converges to the quasi-nilpotent operator 7’in :W(u). Let S be a compact 
Baire set in J’, IetF == E(X), and let 7 be the restriction of 0 to the van Neumann 
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algebra &F . The representation T of G on d is inner and has compact spectrum. 
Furthermore, the sequence {I) converges to an operator S in M(r) and 
S(FAF) = T(FAF) 
for every A in &‘. Thus, we have that 
and so 
lim II S” !il/” < lim sup jl Tn j/l/n = 0. 
Hence, the operator S is quasi-nilpotent [20, 1.4.1 and 1.6.41. But the spectrum 
of 7 is contained in the compact set XX-l 19, Theorem 1 I] and each automorph- 
ism ~~ is inner. This means that M(T) is semisimple (Theorem 4) and the quasi- 
nilpotent operator S in M(T) is 0. We have that I in J&’ is the strong limit of 
the net {E(Y)} where Y runs through the compact Baire sets of r. Since T is 
a-weakly continuous, we get that 
TA = lirn T(E(Y)AE(Y)) = 0 
for every A in &. Thus, the operator T vanishes and M(a) is semisimple. 
QED. 
The representation 0 of G on Jzl is said to be integrable if .nZ is the u-weak 
closure of the left ideal of all A in &’ for which all the functions t + #(o,(A*A)) 
(4 E z2.J are integrable on G. 
PROPOSITION 7. If 0 is an integrable representation of G on d, then the 
Banach algebra L(a) is semisimple. 
Proof. Let T be a quasi-nilpotent operator in L(U). Because the continuous 
functions of compact support are dense in L1(G), there is a sequence of con- 
tinuous functions (fJ f o compact support such that (u(fn)} converges to 7’. 
As we have already seen, the relation 
lim !lfn 1 Sp u j;% < lim sup j( u(fn) - T j( = 0 
holds because the map y ---f wy (where ~,(u(f)) =f(r)) is a homeomorphism 
of Sp u onto the carrier space of L(o). There is no loss of generality in assuming 
that l\fn i Sp u (Iz. < n-l. 
Now let (g,} be an approximate identity of L1(G) such that each gi is in 
151(G) n L”(G) and each di has compact support [I 1, 33.121. Let gi be fixed. 
SPECTRAL REPRESENTATIONS 3'3 
There is a decreasing sequence (X,,) of neighborhoods of Sp CT n supp ,e, such 
that 
lub(lj,(y), Y~~V,; 2: 2’~. 
There is an integrable function h, with 0 .< A,, - _ 1, iz, =- 1 on Sp D n supp ,f; 
and A,, =- 0 outside of hi, . For every integrable function g, we have that 
since the Fourier transforms of fn + h, , gj .y and fn .. <rI s are equal on 
Sp 0 [9, Theorem 121. But the functions f,( p h,( ,e, . K are in /,l(G) n I,‘(G) 
and their Fourier and Plancherel transforms coincide. 
Kow suppose + is in .x& . Let k denote the function k(t) -~ ~b(u,(.-!~.d)) in 
L’(G). By the Plancherel Theorem, we get 
Thus, WC’ have that 
1iy W(45) dd(A*4)) = W”t4g)(~*4)) 0. 
However, the u-weak closure of the set {a(g)(A *,-I) A ELI(G); contains .AxA-f 
[3, Lemma 2.1.41. Hence, we get that T(A*A) _ 0 since T is a-weakly con- 
tinuous and 4 is arbitrary. The polarization identity can now be applied to 
obtain T(B*A) = 0 for all A and B in a u-weakly dense set in JJ. This means 
that T vanishes. Hence the algebra L(u) is semisimple. Q.S.1~. 
The algebras M(u) and L(u) also have an isometric involution. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let u be a representation of the locally compact abelian group G 
on the von Neumann algebra d. Then there is an isometric involution * of M(G) 
such that u(p)* = u(ji) for every p in M(G). Furthermore, the n[yebva I,(a) is [I 
*-subalgebra of M(u). 
I’voqf. We have that 
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for p E M(G) and A in &‘. Thus, we have 
(u((ii)A)” = &)A*. 
This shows that 
Thus, the map u(p) + u(ji) can be extended uniquely to an isometric involution 
of M(u). 
ForfinLi(G), we have that u(f)* = u(f). Q.E.D. 
Remark 9. Let u be a representation of G on Se with compact support. 
Then ut is self-adjoint in L(u). In fact, let f be a continuous function in L1(G) 
with .f = 1 on Sp (r. The function ft(s) = J(t-%) satisfies 
for y in Sp u. This means that 
* 
Ut = u(ft) = u(ft> = ut 
since u(f) = 1 and ut = u(ft) ([18, Proposition 2.21 and [9, Theorem 121). 
3. INFINITESIMAL GENERATORS 
In this section, we obtain some applications of the results in section 2. These 
concern infinitesimal generators of representations CJ with compact spectra. We 
show that the classical formulas and generalizations thereof follow from semi- 
simplicity of L(u). 
First we show that a representation with compact spectrum has a relatively 
elementary form in that the representation filters through an elementary type 
of group equal to the finite product of the group R, the circle group 8, and a 
discrete abelian group D with essentially no change of spectrum. This com- 
pletes the analysis of Olesen [ 181 who showed that a representation with compact 
spectrum of a connected abelian group filters through a finite product of the 
reals and a compact abelian group. 
Let 0 be a representation of G on .d and let H be a closed subgroup of G con- 
tained in the annihilator A(G, Sp u) of Sp u in G; then ut = 1 for every t in H 
and the map tH - ut defines a representation of G/H on .d [3, 2.3.91. The dual 
of G/H is identified with the subgroup A(r, H). 
PROPOSITION 10. Let u be a representation of the locally compact abelian 
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group G on the van Neumann algebra -01, let H be a closed subgroup of G contained 
in A(G. Sp CT); then the spectrum of the representation T of G/H on d given !JJ 
7iH = (TV coincides with that of o and the algebras L(a) and L(T) are equal. 
Prooj. Let f be a function in Ll(G). The function fi on G/ff given by 
f,(tH) = .i; f (ts) ~1s 
is in Ll(G/H) and the map f -+fi carries L1(G) onto Ll(G/H) [I I, 28.541. 1;~ 
the proper choice of the Haar measure on G/H, we get 
T(f,)(A) = /f,(tH) TM(A) a’fH 
= i r . 
dtH . /(ts) o,,(A) ds 
= f f (s) o&4) ds := cT( f )(A). 
It is now clear that L(u) and L( ) r coincide. Furthermore, we see that dfl) L= 0 
if and only if o(f) = 0. Because we have that 
&y) = !’ f&H)+. tH’,- dtH 
= f dtH [ 
*H‘ 
f(fs)(y, fs - t/s 
for all yin .-l(F, H), we have that the set of points at which.f, vanishes is precisely- 
the set of points in A(T, H) wherejvanishes. Thus, we conclude that Sp 7 and 
Sp g coincide. c2.Ic.n. 
PROPOSITION 11. If CT is a representation of the locally compact abelian group G 
on the eon Neumann algebra with compact spectrum, then there is a compacf sub- 
group H of G in the annihilator of Sp o in G such that G/H is topological& iso- 
morphic to iwl~’ x %a x D, where m, n are nonnegative integers and D is a discrete 
abelian group. In particular, the map ant{ =- o, (t E G) defines a representation of’ 
G!H on .c/ such that Sp 7 == Sp 0 and such that L(T) -: L(o). 
Proof. Let S be an open and closed subgroup of I’containing Sp u [ 1 I, 5.141. 
The locally compact abelian group I’jX is discrete and its dual is topologicall> 
isomorphic with A(G, X) = H in the sense that there is a single map that is 
both a homeomorphism and isomorphism of the dual of r,;.Y onto 1% Thus, the 
group II is compact [ll, 23.171. N ow S is topologicall!; isomorphic with 
R”’ x Z” .; K where m and n are nonnegative numbers, Z is the group of 
integers, and K is a compact abelian group [l 1, 9.81. Because G/R is topologically 
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isomorphic to the dual of A’, the group G/H has the desired form [l 1; 24.11, 
24.8, 23.18, 23.17, 23.271. 
The remaining statements now follow from Proposition 10. Q.E.D. 
Remark 12. Let 0 be a representation of [w” x 8” x D on the von Neumann 
algebra .JxI. Here m and 12 are nonnegative integers and D is a discrete abelian 
group. Then there are commuting self-adjoint operators (Aj 1 I < j < m $ n} 
of .& and representation p of D on &’ such that 
where s = (sr ,..., s +, , t) is in [w” x U” x D. ([14], [18, Sect.41). 
The first application of semisimplicity is the following proposition. It shows 
that many elements of L(a) are given by the classical functional calculus for 
analytic functions on Banach algebras (cf. [12, Ch. Vj). 
PROPOSITION 13. Let o be a representation of iZ on the von Neumann algebra 
Se with Sp o contained in {exp(it) / - TTT(Y < t < wa} for some 0 < OL < 1. Let f 
be a function in P(E), and let g be an analytic function on some neighborhood of 
SP g1 . If 
P(t) = g(i) 
for every t in Sp u, then g(+) = u( f ). 
Proof. Let L2(x‘; Z) be the Hilbert space obtained by completing the pre- 
Hilbert space of continuous functions of compact support of Z into the Hilbert 
space X of d relative to the inner product 
(x> Y)=s (x(t), y t)> dt. 
Let V, be the normal, faithful representation of d on L2(S; Z) defined by 
Let U be the unitary representation of Z on L2(X’; 7) given by 
(Up)(s) = x(s - t). 
Let 6 be the representation of Z on the von Neumann algebra W(&; U) on 
Lz(%‘; Z) generated by r,,(d) and the image of U given by 
The spectrum of 6 is equal to that of u [9, Theorem 121. The inverse (a - ~$1 
lies in L(0) for all 01 not in Sp 6 since Sp Gr is equal to Sp o [3, 2.3.81 and since 
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Sp O1 does not separate the plane (cf. [20, 1.6.131). For some contour A con- 
taining Sp Gt in its bounded region and contained in the domain of g, we have 
the representation 
g&) = & [,g(a)(a - C+)-l do 
so that g(0,) is contained in L(G). For every y in Sp 6, we get 
Since L(G) is semisimple, we have that 
We can now transfer the results back to ,c/. First we have that 
for ever\’ A in ,d. We also have that 
(a - $)-I m-&4) : TrJ((y: - o,)-‘A). 
Thus, we have that 
for -4 in G’. Since vU is an isomorphism of .d into .X(&; o), we have that 
4 s )A = i?(d~~ 
for everv =Z in .r/. 
In a similar fashion, we get the following proposition. 
QED. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let u be a representation with compact spectvum of R on the 
r’on Neumann algebra ~2. Let s > 0 be such that Sp ‘T, does not separate the plane. 
[f f is a function in Ll(R) and g is a function analytic on a neighborhood of Sp g, 
such that g(s’s, y‘ -) = f(y) for ecery y in Sp 0, then ~(oJ --: u(f). 
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Remark 15. The Fourier transform ofan integrable function j of compact 
support has an extension toan entire function by the Payley-Weiner theorem. 
Then the formula 
u( j ) = {(s-l Log G,) 
follows from known results (cf. [6, 11.41). 
Remark 16. Let 6 denote the derivation 6 = is-l Log (T$ .The function 
g(y) = (/3 - y)-l is analytic on a neighborhood ofSp 6 = Sp (T whenever /3 
is not in Sp 6. Let h be a function i Cm(R) with compact support contained in
the domain of g equal to I on a neighborhood fSp S; then the product gh is 
the Fourier transform ofa function j in Ll(rW) and gh has an extension toan 
analytic function on a neighborhood fSp 6. So we get 
u(f) = (/I - is-l Log u&l. 
This extends the resolvent formulas of[12, Ch. VIII] and [6, Ch. 111. 
Actually, the representations of Z on & and the representations of R on d 
are related. We show this in the next proposition, which also will be useful in 
Section 4. For this proposition there is, due to Proposition 11,no loss of generality 
in the assumption that r is compactly generated. 
It has been pointed out to the author by the referee for the earlier version [lo] 
of some of the present results hat this result holds also for C*-algebras u ing 
some of the techniques of[19]. For the present version it is enough to assume 
thatfa (in the statement ofthe Proposition 17) is 1 on Sp u and not on a neigh- 
borhood of 1. 
PROPOSITION 17. Let u be a representation with compact spectrum of the 
locally compact abelian group G on the van Neumann algebra &. Suppose G has 
a compactly generated dual I: Let f. be a continuous integrable function on G whose 
Fourier transform vanishes off a compact set and is equal to I on a neighborhood of 
Sp u. Then there is a K > 0 and a closed discrete subgroup D of G such that 
u,(A) = ~-'~ua *foW) 44 I t E 4 
for every s in G and A in &‘, and such that 
u( f )A = ~6 C {f *fo(Z) a,(A) ( t ED) 
for every f in L1(G) and A in .&‘. Here the convolution, which is evaluated in 
Ll(G), is in Ll(D). 
Proof. Let Y be the support of f0 . There is a discrete subgroup X of r 
such that r/X is compact and X n (YY-I) consists only of the identity element. 
The annihilator D of X in G is a closed, iscrete subgroup of G. Let the Haar 
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measure on D assign mass 1 to each point, let the Haar measure of the compact 
group $‘S have total mass 1, and let the Haar measure assign mass K :’ 0 to 
each point of 9 so that 
j,f (y) 4 = jr,, ~Y’X J,f (14 dr 
holds for every f in Q(G). Let G have a Haar measure so that the Plancherel 
Theorem holds and let G/D have a Haar measure so that the preceding formula 
holds for G, G/D, D. 
Xow letf be inLl(G). The restrictiong, of the continuous integrable function 
,e -z .f a .h, to D is integrable [I 1, 40.121 and 
j,(y’X) = J, J(y’y) dy = K C {,$(y’y) i  E A-; 
[II, 40.131 so that 
for y’ E S (cf. [11, proof 40.171). The function h on G given b> 
is in L1(G) since 
for ever\’ finite subset 11’ of D. Calculating the Fourier transform, we have that 
for ever? y in the neighborhood of Sp cr on which f,, is identically 1. Thus, we 
get that 
a(h) r= u(g) 
([19, 2.2.1(k)] and [IS, I.51 for P-algebras and [9, Theorem 121 forfl, vanishing 
on Sp c for van Neumann algebras), and so we hare that 
U(.f)(‘J) = U(f~.f())(A) =z K-lx (f *&(t) u,(A) /t E n). 
In particular, we get that 
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since u(fs) is the identity on & ([18, 2.21 and [9, Theorem 121 for C*-algebras 
and von Neumann algebras). Q.E.D. 
If G is the group (w in Proposition 17, then D is an infinite cyclic group. So 
norm continuous representations of R on JZZ and automorphisms whose spectra 
are in small neighborhoods of 1 can be identified. The next corollary shows the 
relation between the construction f rspectral subspaces presented by Arveson 
[l] and Borchers [2]. 
COROLLARY 18. Let u be a representation of [w with compact support on the 
won Neumann algebra &‘. There is a continuous integrable function f on Iw and a 
constant s > 0 such that ft and g % f (evaluated in Ll([w)) are in Zl(sZ) for ever31 t 
in Iw and g in L’( rW) and the formulas 
and 
ut = C (ft(ns)o.:l I n E E} 
u(g) = 2 ig * f (ns)o,n I n E Z> 
hold. 
Remark 19. In the preceding corollary, anys > 0 such that Sp u - Sp u C 
]-~VT/S, 27r/s[, or equivalently, any s > 0 such that Sp u C ]--P/S, VT/S[ can be 
used. Here addition isthe group operation IR. Also a single function f = fol 
whose Fourier transform is (27~-l/~ on [-(a/s)oc, (n/s)a] (or a neighborhood 
of this interval ifz&’ is a C*-algebra) nd 0 on the complement of [-r/s, n/s] 
will work for all representations u with Sp u C [-(‘rr/s)~y, (r/s)o;l where 0 < O( < I 
is fixed. Now one calculates 
Cf,(ns)(s, YJ = (4 ri = exp(iyt) 
for all y in the given neighborhood f[-(+)a, (v/s)~] [lI, 40.131. Conversely, 
if 13 is an automorphism ofJY, then 
O(t) = Cft(ns)@ 
defines a norm continuous map of R into g(d). If the spectrum of 0 is in 
(exp(it) j 1t 1 < ‘rr(~/s}, then 
O(t) = exp(t Log e), 
and consequently, themap e(t) is a representation of lRif Log 0 is a derivation 
of &. For example, if Sp 0 is in {exp(it) ~ t 1 < (~a)/24 then Log 0 is a derivation 
U31. 
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4. Com~cT SPECTRIX 
In this section, the structure of an inner representation (T on .-/ with compact 
spectrum is studied. One objective would be the construction of a spectral 
resolution in terms ofprojections ofL(o) (i.e., elements 7’in _ip(,-/) with r” 7’) 
that determines o in the same way as projections determine a unitary representa- 
tion on Hilbert space in Stone’s Theorem. First it appears that L(o) is too small 
in the same way that the (Y-algebra generated by the range of the unitar!; 
representation is too small to contain a spectral resolution. In this section, u’c’ 
find a larger commutative semisimple Banach algebra Y’ in Y’(.:/) that contains 
L(a) and is generated by projections. If E is a projection-valued measure in .v’ 
defined on the Baire sets of r so that the corresponding unitary representation 
implements o, a natural choice for F would be the Banach algebra in Y(.V’) 
generated by L(T) where 7 runs through the family of all representations with 
compact spectrum of G on ;r/ implemented by unitary representations in tht 
van Neumann algebra.& generated by Y and the range of E. I;irst this algebra Y 
does not depend upon the choice of the original unitar! implementation in ~1 
for cr. and second, the algebra -IF commutes with c\.c’rv Ircpresentation of (; 
on .=/ V-hose fixed point algebra contains the fixed ijoint algebr;~ of CT. In par- 
ticular, the algebra 9 is contained in the commutant of L(n) in Y(.v’). It 1~ 
possible to construct other commutative Banach algebras in Y’(.-/) that contain 
Z,(a) and are generated by projections, and the problem of constructing the 
canonical algebra remains open. 
If 0 is a representation of G on .Q’ of compact support implemented b!- 1 in A 
l-on Seumann subalgebra .YY of -r/ containing 3, we wish to know that ~7 IS 
implemented by a representation L* in :& and with Sp 1. C Sp o. ‘This is more 
information than provided by J. RIoffat’s result [ 161 that ~7 is implemented by a 
reprcsrnt;&ion in .8 of compact support. 
f’K01WsI7‘IOs 20. Let &cl be a zon .\eumann algebra with renfer I, /et .Yl be 
an abelian o-weah& closed “-subalgebra of =cl containing 3, and let o be a represen- 
tation of the locally compact abelian group G on .-1 that is unitarily implemented 
by a unifary representation inti. Then ij the spectrum of o is compact, there ~5 u 
&far! representation of C in .3 with spectrum contained in Sp o that unitaril>* 
implements (7. 
/‘roof. Let B be a projection-valued measure on the dual Z’associated with a 
unitary- representation U of G in A? that implements 0. There is a set [P,) of 
orthogonal projections in B of sum 1 and a corresponding set [Sjj of compact 
Baire sets such that I’,,!?(&) has central support Pi in .rl. There is a continuous 
function h, of Zi 7: supp PiA in the spectrum Z of 2 into A/ such that A,(<) 
is in Sp E(t) for every 5 in Zi [9, Proof, Theorem I I]. Here Sp E(i) is the set 
of all y in rsuch that E(rN)(Q j_ 0 f or every Baire neighborhood .I’ of I in I-. 
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Recall that E(X)({) is the projection E(X) reduced module the closed ideal 
generated by 5. Let Vi be the homomorphism of G into TPi given by 
for 5 E: Zi . Since the topology on G is the topology of uniform convergence on 
compact subsets of F, this homomorphism is actually a norm continuous unitary 
representation fG into EZ’P, . Thus, the map 
is a (strongly continuous) unitary representation V of G on 2’. 
The unitary representation W of G in B given by W, = V,U, implements V. 
We show that Sp WC Sp u. Let F be the spectral resolution in@ associated with. 
RI. We have that 
and 
Sp u = closure{(Sp F([))(Sp F(c))-l ( 5 E Z} 
Sp W = closure{SpF(<) / 5 E Z> 
[9, Theorem 111. So in order to show Sp W is contained in Sp u it is sufficient 
to show that 1 is in SpF(c) for every 5 in Z. On the contrary suppose 1 is not 
in Sp F(&,) for a &, in Zi . Then there is a neighborhood N of I with F(N)(&) = 0, 
and thus, a central projection P in 9’Pi with P”(l&) = 1 and F(N)P = 0 [8, 
Lemma 91. Let f be a continuous function in L1(G) withfi 1) = 1 and f = 0 off N
Then we have that 
WP(f) = J-f(t) W,P dt = 0. 
Let 0 < E < 1 and let X be a compact subset of G with 
s x If I dt 2 (1 - c) Ilfh 
Now, since the function 
(5, y, t) - l@(C), t> - 6% t>l 
is continuous on Zi x r x G and vanishes on {{,,} x (Ai( x X, we can 
find a projection Q in BP with Q*(i&,) = 1 and a neighborhood MC iV of 1 
in r such that 
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on supp PA Y Ai({,)M x X. Then we have that 
whenever 5 is in supp Q,^ and t is in X. Thus, we get that 
1 = if(l); < E(IIfl’l + 2). 
Because E may be chosen arbitrarily small, we have reached a contradiction. So 
we have that 1 is in SpF(&) for all 5” in u supp PiA. However, the set 
((Y, i) ( Y E SPW): 
is a closed subset of r x Z; indeed, its complement is open. This means that 1 
is in SpF({) for all 5 since u Sp Pi * is dense in Z. As we already indicated, we 
now have that Sp F is contained in Sp O. Q.E.D. 
The following proposition is the first step in the construction of projections 
in the algebra 9. We state the result in a little more generality than we actuall! 
need in Theorem 22. 
PROPOSITION 2 1. Let & be a von Neumann algebra with center 3, let D be a 
representation with compact spectrum of the locally compact abelian group G OIZ .ri’. 
Let E be a projection-valued measure with compact support on the dual group r 
with values in ~2 such that the unitary representation l/, == J (Iy, t,,-- dE(y) of G 
unitarily implements 0. Then, joy every E > 0 and every compact subset G, of G, 
there are norm continuous unitary representations Lil , Lsrz ,. . . , ci, of G into 3 
and disjoint relative& compact Baire sets YI , Yz ,,.., 1, in r such that the 
representation of G on &f given by ~~ L- ad c C’,,.E(Y;) satisfies the properties 
Sp T C Sp cr and I 7t - ot ;I < t for all t in G,, . 
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Proof. Let 0 < E < 1 and let G, be a compact subset of G. Since the 
spectrum of (T is given by 
SP (J = u {(SP W))(SP WW I 5 E Z: 
[9, Theorem 1 I], there is a compact Baire set X in r which contains the set 
SPE = u {SP E(5) I 5gZJ. 
Let Xi (1 < i < n) be compact Baire sets that cover X such that 
I(r, t> - (Y’, t>l < 4 
fory,y’inXi(l <i<d)andtinG,,. For the same reasons as in the proof 
of Proposition 20, there are continuous functions hi from the open and closed 
subsets 
Zi = 15 E Z I E(&)(5) f 0) 
of Z into Xi such that hi([) is in Sp E(c) for every 5 in Z, . Then the norm 
continuous unitary representation Ui, of G in % defined by 
satisfies 
for t in G, . Setting Yi (1 < i < n) equal to a partition of X by Baire sets so 
that Yi C Xi (1 < i < n), and setting r1 equal to the representation 
7t = adz U,,E( Yi) 
for t E G, we get that 
II 744 - 44 < 2(4) II A ii = e II A II 
for every A in J&’ and t in G, . Furthermore, the spectrum of r is given by 
where 
SP 7 = 0 {A&J-l h,(l) j5 E z,I n z;> 
i,i 
Z; = (5 6 Z I E(Yi)(C) # 01, 
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and so the spectrum of r is contained in the set 
u {(SP &0)-l SP E(5) ! I E 2; 
which is the spectrum of 0. 
YOM; we can prove the main result of this section. 
QED. 
THEOREM 22. Let A? be a van Neumann algebra with center 2 and let d be an 
abelian o-weakly closed *-subalgebra of ..& containing 3. Let 3 be the family of 
aI1 representations with compact support of the locally compact abelian group G 
on x2 which are unitarzly implemented by unitary representations of G in g. Then 
the Banach subalgebra 9 = S(.J@‘, g’) of 5?(&‘) generated by the farnib {L(o) 
D E &] is a commutative, regular, semisimple Banach algebra with isometric involu- 
tion that is generated by its projections of norm 1. 
Proof. First we replace W by a more convenient set 3’. For each 0 in A’, 
there is a compact subgroup H, of G such that HO annihilates Sp u and such 
that the dual of G/H, given by the annihilator A(r, HO) of H, in r is a compactly 
generated abelian group. Let u’ be the representation with compact spectrum 
of G/IfqT,, on .,& given by giH = gt (t E G). Then we have that /Jo’) L(a) 
(Proposition I I). 
I,et 1’ be a unitary representation of G in J with Sp 1’ contained in Sp (7 
such that I; implements (T (Proposition 20). Then we have that 1.:, I for t 
in H<, since H, is contained in A(G, Sp U). Thus, the map 
tH+ VtH =- 1, 
is a norm continuous unitary representation of G/H, into .%’ that implements 0’. 
Now let H be a compact subgroup of G such that the dual of G/H is com- 
pactly generated and let 0’ be a representation of G/H on .d with compact 
support that is unitarily implemented by a unitary representation L- of G/H 
in 9. Then the representation (TV = o& is a representation with compact support 
of G on .d that is unitarily implemented by the unitary representation ( -, = l/T,,J 
of G in .ti. We also haveL(u) = L(cr’) as before. 
Let FJ be a compact subgroup of G such that G/H has compactly generated 
dual. Let ,HH be all representations of G/H on .(i/’ with compact spectrum that 
are unitarily implemented by unitary representations in d. Then we have that 
50 is equal to the Banach algebra in -C?(d) generated by all L(U) for 0 in the 
family of representations 
.3’ = [.#, ( all possible H). 
We replace .‘R by the set 9’ whose members satisfy the hypotheses of Proposi- 
tion 17. We continue to denote the distinguished subgroup of G corresponding 
to u in 3’ by U,, . 
.580'36'3-5 
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Now for every o in 2’ there is a closed discrete subgroup D, of G/H, such 
that the representation u” of D, on &’ obtained by restricting o to D, generates 
an algebra L(o”) equal to L(u) (Proposition 17). Let D be the discrete locally 
compact abelian group equal to all {&I in the product n {D, 1 D E 9’} such that 
d, = 1 except for at most finitely many (J. Let p be the representation of D on 
d given by 
Since all representations 0 in 9’ commute pointwise, the preceding product 
exists independently of any ordering. So we have that p is a representation of D 
on JZ?. 
We have that L(p) is equal to the Banach algebra 9 generated by the family 
L(u) (u E 2’) or equivalently by the family L(G) (u E g’). In fact, both algebras 
are generated in Z(d) by finite products of the automorphisms {u; / o E J?‘, 
d E Do>. Thus, the algebra B is semisimple since it is a subalgebra of the semi- 
simple algebra M(p) (Theorem 4 and [20, 2.3.7]), and it has an isometric involu- 
tion (Proposition 8). Also 9 is a regular Banach algebra. In fact, the spectrum 
of p is homeomorphic to the carrier space Q of 9 under the map 6 ---f wg where 
%(P(f)) =./I4 
for 6 in Sp p. If N is a neighborhood of ws in Q, there is a neighborhood Nr of 6 
in the dual group of D with Ni n Sp p = w+(N). There is an integrable 
function f on D such that f(S) = 1 and f” vanishes off w-lN. Thus, the function 
p(f)^ is 1 at w6 and vanishes off N. This shows that 9 is regular. 
We now show that 9 is generated by its projections of norm 1. Let u be in 9?“, 
and let U be a unitary representation of G/H, in g with compact support that 
unitarily implements (T (Proposition 20). Let E be the projection-valued measure 
with range in 9? associated with U. Let f be a continuous complex-valued 
function on G/H, of compact support X. It is sufficient to show that u( f ) is the 
uniform limit of a linear combination of projections of norm I in 9. This is 
true because (Z(T) / 7 E 9’} generates 9 and because the product of projections 
of norm I is either 0 or a projection of norm 1. Now there are relatively compact 
disjoint Baire sets Y1 ,..., YA in the dual of G/H, and norm continuous unitary 
representations U, ,..., U, of G/H,, into 9’ such that (1) 1 E(Yi) = 1 and (2) 
the representation 7 in R’ given by 
satisfies the relation 
jJ ut - 7t I/ < E 
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for all t in S (Proposition 21). This means that 
There is a complex-valued function g of finite support on Dr such that 
1 7"(g) - T(f)' -cl c. 
It is therefore sufficient o show that each 7, is approximated by a linear com- 
bination of projections of norm 1 in Y. 
Let f in G/H be given. Since the map < - -4(c) 1 is continuous on Z for 
fixed .-l in .?I [8, Lemma 91, there is, for t ::- 0, a set PI l..., I’,,, of orthogonal 
projections in 5’ of sum 1 such that 
‘i 7t - ad c U,;(&) P,E(>/) i < t 
I, i.i 
for every choice of tj in supp P,^. The map 
is a norm continuous unitary of G/H, in 3 and ad b6’ : = 0 is in &‘. The map 
is a character of G/H, . Let 6? (I si i < p) denote the distinct characters, and 
let g, (I ‘., i 3; p) be continuous functions in Ll(G/H,,) of norm 1 with ,i;; of 
compact support equal to I at 6, and 0 at the other characters 6, C’onsidering 
that 
we get by direct calculation that B(g) vanishes whenever k vanishes on the set 
{S,;. This implies that Sp 19 is contained in (Sj). The operators 0(g,) are projec- 
tions in 9 because ii2 J= 6, on Sp 0. We have that 
Furthermore, we have (xg?)^ =m 1 on Sp 0, and 
0, =- 6, (c (&,i) 
= 2 (Sf , t;, qg,, 
due to Theorem 12 [9] together with the relations 
(gJ;(sJ === <IS, 1; g,^(S,) ~~ (, 6, . f $,)^(a,) 
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for all Sj , and 
for all integrable h. Here we recall that (g&(s) = gi(t-Is). So we have that et 
is a linear combination of projections of norm 1 in 9, and finally that u(f) is 
approximated by a linear combination of projections of norm 1 in DEP. Q.E.D. 
We preserve the notation of Theorem 22 in the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 23. Let T be an operator in 9; then the spectrum Sp9 T of T in 
9 and the spectrum Sp T of T in $P(&) coincide. 
Proof. Since 9 is contained in9(.&J, we have that Spz T contains Sp T. 
Let N be a neighborhood f0 in the complex plane. There is a E > 0 such 
that S, in 9, S, in Z(d), II Si - T (( < E (i = 1,2), and S,T = TS, implies 
and 
Sp~TCSpcys~+N and Spd;pS,CSpsT+$-N, 
SpTCSpS,+N and SpS,CSpT+ N. 
[20, 1.6.171. Let Ti (I < i < n) be nonzero rthogonal projections i  oci” and 
let oli (I < i < n) be scalars with 
j c aiTi - T 1 < 6. 
Then we have that 
Spz TCSp&x,Ti + N = (ai} + N 
=SpCaiTi+NCSpT+2N 
[20, I.6.13]. Since N is arbitrary, we have 
Sp T = n (Sp T + 2N 1 N a neighborhood f0} 
3 SpZ T. 
Consequently, we get that Spbe T and Sp T coincide. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 24. The topology of the carrier space 52 of 9 has a base of open 
and closed sets, and the map @(S) = support S” as a Boolean algebra isomorphism 
of the Boolean algebra [Z] of projections of 014 onto the Boolean algebra of open 
and closed sets of 52. 
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Proof. Let 9, be an open set in 8 and let wa be an element of Q, . Because Y 
is regular (Theorem 22), there is a T in 9 with P(ws) = 1 and T*(U) -m 0 
for w not in Sz,. Let Ti (1 -5; < rz) be orthogonal projections in lu and 1, 
(I i “1 PZ) be scalars with 
iic aiT, - T’, < ;. 
There is a T, with TjA(w,) :Z 1 and Tj^(w) rl 0 off Q, because the relation 
is true. Thus, the set @( Tj) is an open and closed set inside of Q, that contains 
w,, . So the open and closed sets form a base for the topology. 
Now we prove @ is an isomorphism. It is sufficient to prove 0 is a surjection; 
the other properties are clear. Let Q,, now be an open and closed subset of 51, 
By a compactness argument based on the preceding paragraph, there is a 
finite subset Si (1 < i < m) in [FJ with u @(S;) ==- Q,, . Then we have that 0,) 
is the image under CD of the projection equal to z S: , where the S: are defined 
inductively by 
Si,, :-- Sj+l - C (Sh / k c~ j I S, _ 1 
with S,, = 0. (2X.1). 
Kenzark 25. The carrier space Q of Y is identified with the spectrum of 
the representation p of D on &‘. Because Sp p is a symmetric subset (with regard 
to inversion in the dual of D), the map w - w-i is defined on Sp p. Then we 
have that 
T”(w)A .--: TA(w- 1) 
for T in Y. In fact, we have that 
fA(6) = f^(S- 1) 
for ,f in I,“(D) and 8 in the dual of D. 
Sow WC: are ready to show the spectral subspaces &(A’) are expressible in 
terms of projections of 9. Throughout the rest of this section we preserve the 
following notation. 
Let 9? be a a-weakly closed abelian +-subalgebra of & containing 3, and 
let d be the set of representations of G on & with compact support unitarily 
implemented by unitary representations of G in 9Y. Let 9 :=: P(&‘, 3’) bc 
the Banach algebra in Z(d) generated by L(a) (CT E 9@), let [A?] be the set of 
projections of 9, and let Q be the carrier space of F. The following definition 
is given by E. Stormer [21]. 
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DEFINITION 26. Let A be in &. Then the spectrum Sp, A of A with respect 
to Sp* A is defined to be the set 
Sp9A = n@(T) 1 TcY, TA = 0}, 
where 52(T) is the set 
Q(T) = {WEQ / T*(w) = 0} 
and the spectral subspace &x(X) is defined to be 
a@‘(X) = {A E & j Sp9A C X) 
where X is a compact subset of G. 
It is clear that SpP A is closed. We shall see later that dz(X) is a-weakly 
closed. We have the following description of Spz A in terms of projections. 
PROPOSITION 27. Let A be in d; then 
{TE[~]/TA=A)=={TE[~~su~~T^~S~~AA) 
and 
Sp3 A = (-J {supp T^  / T E [g, TA = A) 
= n{Q(T) j TE [6e], TA = 0). 
Proof. We need to verify only that 
SpPAA (-){52(T)ITf[yl,TA=O}. 
The other statements follow from [21, Sect. 21. Suppose that w is not in Sp, A. 
There is an open and closed set X in CJ which contains w and is disjoint from 
Sp, A and there is a Tin [9] with supp T^  = X. Since supp( 1 - T)^ contains 
Sp, A, we get that (1 - T)A = A and consequently, that TA = 0. So we have 
found a projection T with T^(w) = 1 and TA = 0. This gives the desired 
inclusion relation. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 28. If X is a compact subset of the carrier space 52 of 6p, then 
-49(x) = nppq j ~+~,SUPP s9 2-1, 
and in particular, the set ZZ’~(X) is o-Keakly closed. 
PROPOSITION 29. Let ~2 be a von Neumann algebra, let G be a locally compact 
abelian group, let .% be a cr-weakly closed commutative *-subalgebra of JZI containing 
the center 8 of JJZ and let 3 be the set of all representations of G on @’ with compact 
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spectrum unitarily implemented by unitary representations of G in 8. Let 9 be the 
Banach algebra in 5?(&) generated by {L(T) , T E .&>. If o is in d, then 
for ez’erv closed subset I* of the dualgroup r of G. Here [P’J is the set of projections 
in 9’. 
I’roqf. Let y ----f w,, be the homeomorphism of Sp D onto the carrier space U, 1 
ofL(a) such that q,(u(f)) =f(r) forfinLr(G) [3, 2.3.71. Let 0 be the transpose 
of the identity embedding of L(o) into Y. The map 4 is a continuous surjection 
of Q onto Qn, . 
Now there is no loss of generality in the assumption that k. is a subset of Sp o 
since Sp(. .-I is always contained in Sp CJ. Let .k‘ be the familv of all sets .2 of 
the form 
where iZZ is a compact neighborhood of Y in the relativized topology of Sp r~ 
induced bv the dual r of G. Then we have that 
[23, Proposition 2.51. However, we have that 
.d”( Y) -:= n [x@(M) 1 n-l a compact neighborhood of I-) 
[I], and thus, we have that 
.5q Y) :: n {<5&qX) A‘ E %A“;. 
Kow the result follows from Corollary 28. Q.E.D. 
AVote ~r&ierl in proof. I have proved that &Z( ) 0 is semisimple if Sp 0 1s compact, and 
have obtained a better description of 9 in Theorem 22. These shall be presented se- 
pamel\-. 
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